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We’re Back! 
June 6, 2010 in Events by The China Beat | Permalink 
We’re returning from a two-week hiatus just in time to call your attention to the final event in a series 
of author talks that China Beat has produced in cooperation with several other UC Irvine organizations 
during the 2009-2010 academic year. Tomorrow’s dialogue at UCI, featuring Ian Johnson and Angilee 
Shah, is free and open to the public (details here). 
 
Johnson and Jeff Wasserstrom will also appear together tomorrow evening, at the Latitude 33 
Bookshop in Laguna Beach, CA (event details here). If you can’t make it, listen to this 
broadcast of Jon Wiener: On the Radio, in which Wasserstrom comments on the recent strikes at 
Honda’s Foshan factory and Johnson discusses his new book, A Mosque in Munich: Nazis, the CIA, and 
the Rise of the Muslim Brotherhood in the West. 
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